Abstract-Due to the widespread deployment of OFDM and recent advent of cognitive radio communications, robust and simple spectrum sensing techniques for OFDM signals receive significant research interest. In this paper, a time domain pilot correlation (TDPC) technique, which overcomes the complexity of FFT-based pilot sensing methods, is proposed. The TDPC technique provides an efficient and simple spectrum sensing scheme for OFDM signals using frequency domain in-band pilots. The proposed technique is based on the cyclic correlation between the complex conjugate product of adjacent OFDM signal segments and two orthogonal local references deriving from the time domain pilot sequence. Interference mitigation techniques, including periodic segmentation of the received OFDM signal, complex conjugate multiplication-based phase rotation locking, and magnitude-based correlation ratio, are adopted in this algorithm to improve the sensing performance. It is validated by simulations that the TDPC scheme achieves satisfactory sensing reliability at low SNR and is robust to both timing and frequency offsets.
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I. INTRODUC TION
Spectrum sensing is one fundamental enabling technology for cognitive radio (CR) communications, which is emerging as a promising technology to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency based on the opportunistic spectrum access strategy [1] . Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), which utilizes a number of orthogonal subcarriers to transmit parallel data streams, is adopted by various communication applications [2] , [3] . It is also one of primary transmission technologies for CR communications due to its high spectral efficiency, variable transmission parameters and robustness to multipath channel distortion. As a result, reliable spectrum sensing techniques for OFDM signals with low complexity are of significant importance.
Spectrum sensing for OFDM signal has received substantial attention from both academia and industry. Spectrum sensing techniques for OFDM can be generally classified into two categories: blind methods and non-blind methods [4] . Energy detection is a typical blind method which makes a decision based on the estimation of the energy of the received signals [5] . Non-blind methods are based on the features of the OFDM signals. 1Ypical features exploited for the spectrum sensing are the cyclic prefix (CP) and the in-band pilot used in the OFDM system. The sensing performance of CP-based spectrum sens ing methods depends highly on the length of CP [6] , [7] . When the duration of CP is short, a long sensing period is required to achieve good sensing performance. Fast Fourier transform (FFf) based pilot spectrum sensing algorithms with good sensing performance are proposed in [8] , [9] . However, their implementation is limited by the computational complexity of the FFf algorithm in the sensing process. In [10] , a time domain symbol cross-correlation method for pilot inserted OFDM signal is presented. Nevertheless, the sensing threshold selection in their algorithm is related to the estimation of the noise variance. The sensing performance is directly related to the reliability of the estimated noise parameters. 
V denotes the set of data subcarriers and P denotes the set of pilot subcarriers. Therefore, the time domain OFDM signal can be taken as the sum of two components: time domain data-carrying sequence and time domain pilot sequence.
With the consideration of the timing offset and frequency offset between the OFDM transmitter and the sensing device, the received signal at the sensing device can be written as:
TO represents the timing offset in terms of signal samples; € is the frequency offset normalized by the subcarrier spacing; w(n ) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a mean of 0 and a variance of a� . Ns is the total symbol duration of each transmitted OFDM symbol while the length of the CP is Ncp, i. e. Ns = N + Ncp.
III. PROPOSED TDPC SENSING TECHNIQUE

A. Properties of the Time Domain Data and Pilot Sequences
Since the data sequence D( k ) in (2) is randomly generated, when the size of V is large, the central limit theorem ( r(n ) = p(n -TO ) w: -ro)e + w(n ) .
Here the time domain data-carrying signal is treated as Gaus sian noise to the corresponding pilot sequence. w(n ) denotes the combined interference, which is Gaussian distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of a� + a� . 
B. Interference Mitigation Techniques
Then the CCM is employed:
Further simplification gives:
Zm(n ) = Ip(n -To ) 12 w; s e + w�(n ) ,
where w:n ( n ) is the total noise after CCM. The averaging of Zm (n ) calculated over G sets of successive OFDM segment pairs is:
m(n ) m=O Ip(n -To ) 12 w;·e + w�(n ) .
Note that the total number of segments employed in this cal culation is M = 2G. It can be seen from (11) that the mean of Z ( n ) is unchanged no matter how many multiplication results are accumulated while the variance of the noise term w:n ( n ) is inversely proportional to G. As long as the accumulated number G is large, the effect of the noise term w:n ( n) in Z ( n) will be significantly mitigated. As a result, we are able to achieve a reliable spectrum sensing at low SNR environment.
C. Proposed Sensing Metric
In the proposed sensing algorithm, a pair of orthogonal local references, L l ( n) and L 2( n), is generated based on the time domain pilot sequence which is available at the sensing device. The reason to employ two local references is to reduce the sensitivity of sensing threshold to the noise knowledge by employing the magnitude ratio of correlations between these two orthogonal local references and one identical distorted multiplication Z( n).
The first local reference L 1 ( n) is the power of the time domain pilot sequence with a complete duration of N s :
L l ( n)=l p ( nW, n=O,I,···, N s-i. (12) The other local reference L 2( n) is orthogonal to L l ( n) and has the same statical nature as L 1 ( n). Therefore,
Since the generation of orthogonal sequence is not the focus of this paper, we will not go into details for the derivation of the orthogonal local reference L 2 ( n ). Ideally, when these two local references are correlated with the averaged complex conjugate product Z( n) without synchronization error, there is a significant correlation difference.
In practice, there is potential timing offset between the trans mitted and received time domain pilot sequences. Considering that the averaged complex conjugate product Z( n) in (11)
includes the power of a complete time domain pilot sequence in a circularly rotated order due to the effect of timing offset, the timing offset can be estimated using the cyclic correlation between Z ( n) and the local reference L l ( n) when the primary OFDM signal presents. The cyclic correlation between Z( n) and L l ( n) can be calculated as: 
where T denotes the estimation of timing offset TO. Following this, the local reference L 2 ( n) is correlated with the synchro nized multiplication result Z( n + T), the magnitude of this correlation becomes:
n( n + T) . (19)
The sensing metric 'Y, which is the ratio between the magnitude of T 1 ( T) and the magnitude of T 2 ( T), is obtained as:
On the other hand, when primary OFDM signals are absent, only noise exists. Received segments m and m + 1 will be: r:n ( n) = wm ( n), n = 0,1,··· , N s -1, (21) r:n+l ( n) = wm+1 ( n), n = 0,1,··· , N s -I. (22) After CCM, the averaged multiplication result over G sets of successive segment pairs can be given by: 
IT{( v)l v= T ' = max{IT{( v)I} · (25)
Comparing "( with "(', we can find that I T 1 ( 7 ) I and I T{( 7') I will always provide distinct values due to the different cor relation natures, i. e. the correlation between local reference and the related OFDM signal, and the correlation between the local reference and independent noise. Meanwhile, I T 2 ( 7) I and IT2( 7') I have close values due to their similar statistical characteristics. Thus, a relative high ratio can be observed when the OFDM signal is present while a small ratio is achieved when the OFDM signal is absent. The proposed sensing metric "( can be used to identify the existence of the primary OFOM signals.
D. Sensing Threshold Selection
The signal presence is determined by comparing the sensing metric against a certain threshold A. If "( > A, primary users are deemed to be present. Otherwise, the spectrum channel of interest is determined as vacant. In the proposed sensing algorithm, the sensing threshold is selected with respect to the false alarm probability PIa , i. e. the probability that a false decision is made when primary OFDM signals are absent.
For the segment CCM result Z' (n ) in (23), it is Gaussian distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of t;O" t according to the central limit theorem. For the term T2 ( 7'), due to the property of Gaussian distribution, it is Gaussian distributed 2::
with a mean of 0 and a variance of n 1; N 2 2 n O" t. As the magnitude of complex Gaussian distributed vkiable following Rayleigh distribution, it can be asserted:
T,( r'll -Ra y lei g h ( (26)
Since the value of Ns is usually large, 2GN; will be a large value especially when we observe a large number of segments in the sensing process. The variance of this Rayleigh distributed variable will be very small. As a result, IT2( 7') 1 can be approximated by the mean of this Rayleigh distribution, it yields: The false alarm probability PIa with respect to "(' can be represented as:
where Fray (X; 0" ) denotes the Rayleigh cumulative distribution function,
Fray( x ; O" ) = l� : 2 exp (;;:) dUo (30)
Based on a required false alarm probability PIa , the threshold A can be selected, that is:
A � ra y lin v (( 1 -Pi.l'I N ., 22:: :;'0 1 Li(n )
where ra y lin v( y , 0" ) is the inverse of the Rayleigh cumulative distribution function. We can find from (31) that no noise variance knowledge is required in the threshold selection for the proposed sensing metric.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed OFOM signal time domain pilot correlation sensing algorithm. The robustness of the proposed TOPC sensing algorithm to the noise, timing offset and frequency offset are simulated using Matlab. An OFDM system with 256
subcarriers is employed in these simulations. Without further specification, 16 pilots are inserted into each OFDM signal in the frequency domain; the false alarm probability requirement is set to 0.1; the frequency offset is assumed to be 0.1 and the timing offset is randomly generated by Matlab.
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SNR(dB) Fig. 2 . Robustness of the proposed algorithm to timing offset while PIa = 0.1 and CFO = 0.1. As shown in the figure, with a lower requirement of Pia,
i. e. larger false alarm probability, a better miss detection probability can be observed. Meanwhile, a miss detection probability less than 0.001 can always be achieved when SNR is beyond -5.2dB in this simulation environment.
The robustness of the proposed algorithm to timing and frequency offsets is simulated and shown in Fig. 2 and Fig In addition, the sensitivity of the sensing metric threshold to noise is reduced by using the correlation magnitude ratio.
Simulation results show that the sensing performance of the proposed technique is satisfactory under low SNR condition with presence of both timing and frequency offsets.
